French-speaking tonee COGDFUL also has a new program for college students and teachers.

Last year, according to COGDFUL director Philippe Costes, over 250 students and teachers studied abroad through COGDFUL programs. Since their inception, over 3,000 people have studied in French-speaking countries.

Since programs are a shot in the arm for many people, students report a huge sense of personal, emotional, and intellectual growth.

For others, the experience abroad is the spur to action. It means a chance to see the world, to know that there is more to life than the day-to-day.

There are hundreds of Louisiana, Gray, Henderson, Eunice, Opelousas, and North Louisiana areas who have indigenous ties abroad and only get hungrier. Eventually, each is rmsed in France. After several years there, some are saying it has been a great experience to be in the land of Louisana, black and white, French and English.

The Atlantic, with its oil and industry, is France, but with their tours they still remain along the border.

Gary Hernandez

Gary Hernandez is a tall, dark-skinned young man from California. He has a long face and a happy smile. He plays the saxophone and piano and often composes music. He enjoys playing with other people.

Gary went to France in 1979. He first visited France in 1977, but he didn't have much of an impact. He went back to France in 1979 and really enjoyed it because he was able to learn more about French culture.

Gary said he had a great time. He enjoyed the food, the wine, the art, and the people. He also said that he learned a lot about French culture.

Gary said, "Back to the old country. Acadians in the land of their ancestry yet have Louisiana in their blood."

Story and photos by Phillip Gould
London, a town about 200 miles southeast of Paris. The town has just received itself with Ribbons, Laud and a dedication from the town. London is a large city with a large population. The city has a large number of cultural and historical landmarks. The city is also known for its beautiful gardens and parks. The city is a popular destination for tourists and visitors from around the world. The city is also known for its rich history and cultural heritage. The city is a popular destination for tourists and visitors from around the world. The city is also known for its rich history and cultural heritage.
Our parents don't really understand all this renewed interest in Cajun culture.

Robert Ardoin

Robert Brice Ardoin is one of several Cajun people living in France who have been trying to re-establish contact with their French roots. This is the story of his efforts to re-establish that contact.

"It's a funny thing about Louisiana," she said. "It's a funny thing about this country. You have to work hard, and if you don't want to work hard, you have to work hard, and if you don't do it, you have to work hard."
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Robert Ardoin was born in 1924 in Louisiana. His parents were "Cajuns from Cane.

His father, Armand Ardoin, was a farmer who worked the land from an early age. He taught his son the skills of farming and hunting, and instilled in him a love of the land.

Robert attended Louisiana State University and the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. He graduated with a degree in French, and subsequently worked as a French teacher in Lafayette.

"It's a funny thing about Louisiana," she said. "It's a funny thing about this country. You have to work hard, and if you don't want to work hard, you have to work hard, and if you don't do it, you have to work hard."
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Robert Ardoin was born in 1924 in Louisiana. His parents were "Cajuns from Cane.

His father, Armand Ardoin, was a farmer who worked the land from an early age. He taught his son the skills of farming and hunting, and instilled in him a love of the land.

Robert attended Louisiana State University and the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. He graduated with a degree in French, and subsequently worked as a French teacher in Lafayette. "You always had to do something for yourself."